
HeadWindsCare
Professional care solutions

Adult Social Care Services delivered by professionals
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HeadWindsCare is a healthcare consultancy set up by Bryan Higgins in 2017 that delivers

regulatory, clinical, operational, financial and management solutions with an emphasis on business

support and turnaround. We work across England, Scotland and Wales providing professional care

solutions to the adult social care sector, supported by a qualified and experienced nurse team.

Bryan has been involved in the care sector since 1991 delivering a range of services at the sharp

end of healthcare to some of the most high profile clients.

Since its formation, HeadWindsCare has provided both CQC compliance and financial/commercial

reports (including business reviews) to lenders, professionals (solicitors, accountants) and operators

(sole traders to PE backed). In 2018 HeadWindsCare inspected 82 care homes.
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The team

Carol Haynes RNLD - Clinical/Operational
Carol is a qualified nurse for Learning Disability and associated needs

including Mental Health. She has significant experience in compliance,

auditing, operations, and coaching for health and social care environments.

Carol has also spent many years managing, inspecting and directing

elderly care services.

Jane Simkiss – Administration/Back-Office Support
Jane is qualified with the Chartered Management Institute and has a long

career supporting at Board/C Level. She provides HeadWindsCare with

business development, administration and back-office support.

Paula Holdsworth RNLD/RNMH – Clinical/Operational
Paula is a dual qualified nurse who has worked for both public and private

sector providers for nearly 30 years. She regularly works with operators to

resolve safeguardings, remove embargoes and improve CQC ratings.

She also commissions and re-designs services to improve occupancy and

profitability. In 2018 she was the interim Operations Director at Cornwall

Care and an executive sponsor for projects under the organisational

Transformation Programme and a key Board member.

Bryan Higgins – Managing Director
Bryan has extensive financial/management/operational experience having

worked in the care sector since 1991. He has been involved with over

2,000 care homes providing a wide range of client solutions. His

accumulated experience is probably amongst the most extensive of any

professional healthcare advisor. Prior to setting up HeadWindsCare he was

Grant Thornton’s Associate Director (Healthcare) for 17 years.
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Social Responsibility

Bryan is Chair of Glebe House, a Loughborough based Learning Disability charity

Credentials

Bryan Higgins and the HeadWindsCare team have worked for many high profile clients over
the last 10 years in a variety of roles

Mission Statement

HeadWindsCare focus is on providing a fresh value driven approach to stakeholders

delivered by a dedicated, qualified and experienced team that supports clients through
transition.


